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How to Honor a Puma



Powell’s CORE Values 

Community-Minded

Own It

Respect

Eager to Learn

COR
E



CORE Pride Recognition Assembly
Powell is changing how we honor students to include more characteristics 

exemplifying overall citizenship. 

1. We will hold a recognition assembly each quarter 
2. Students may be nominated and receive recognition for exemplifying consistent and ongoing 

exceptional displays of CORE values.
3. Students will be nominated by teachers for this recognition.
4. Students may receive a CORE Pride Award for any one of the four specific CORE values OR they 

may receive a CORE Pride award for being all-around CORE-Minded.
5. Earning all A’s or all A’s and B’s will still be recognized each semester, although it will be a part of 

this new assembly. There will be no separate Honor Roll assembly.
6. The assembly will take place during CORE+ time, by grade levels, in the gym.  All students will 

attend the assembly as all students have the potential to be recognized.
7. No refreshments will be served...no “honor rolls.” 

.



● CORE Pride Awards recognize individuals who are 
exemplary in any one of the specific CORE values or all 
around CORE-minded.

● Students who receive CORE Pride Awards will be asked to 
stand at their seats during the assembly to be recognized.

● CORE Pride Awards will replace Puma Excellence awards. 
○ The all-around CORE Pride Award encapsulates 

much of what was the Puma Excellence award in a 
new way.  

CORE Pride Award



● Students receive a CORE Pride Poster to be placed on their locker 
when they: 

○ receive a CORE Pride Award (quarterly)
○ earn a spot on the all A or A/B honor roll (semester)
○ win a CORE card drawing (weekly)

● A stamp or a sticker will go in the appropriate box for the recognition 
the student has earned.

● These locker posters will remain up all year long as a reminder of how 
awesome Powell students are! 

● Students will be given the choice to place the poster on the inside or 
the outside of their locker.

How wonderful to see students showing Powell’s CORE values 
and just how many lockers we can cover in CORE Pride Posters!

CORE Pride Poster



CORE Cards
○ CORE Cards are given to students to recognize a 

specific instance of displaying CORE values.

○ When given a CORE card, students stop by the 
office on a passing period, before school, or after 
school to drop the CORE card in the bucket for our 
weekly drawing.

○ Drawings for CORE cards will be held weekly during 
lunch for each grade level.  If a student’s name is 
drawn, he or she will receive the winnings right then 
and there.



Honor Roll
We are shifting from the traditional Honor Roll Ceremony to a 

Recognition Assembly so we can celebrate a wider variety of attributes, 
skills, and achievements and therefore, honor more students.

● Academics will still be recognized each semester at the CORE 
Pride Recognition Assembly. 

● Students who earned all A's or A/B's will be asked to stand at their 
seats to be recognized.

● The CORE Pride Posters are the equivalent of a student receiving a 
certificate. 



It’s a great day to be a Puma!


